CASADEI RESORT 2021

The Spring/Summer 2020 collection perfectly represents Cesare
fighting
spirit and determination to face the challenges of
world. The
collection was quickly developed but it still offers a wide range of creative ideas.
Summer views where the eyes indulge in thousands of shades of blue at the line where
water meets sky or get lost among the light refractions in the desert landscape. Neon
flashes and pop prints awake the senses by capturing the attention and putting the
focus with fluorescent touches on a new joie de vivre.
In particular, the Spring/Summer 2021 collection,
a declaration of love of a family to
its own territory, where traditions and craftsmanship have being cultivated and
nourished for over 60 years with passion and dedication.
Shoe making is an ancient art, almost sartorial, handed from generation to generation,
putting the focus on artisanal skills and on product quality, as well as on the selection
of special details and an extraordinary fit. Raw cut straps with exquisite stitchings feel
like sartorial tackings, while lightly padded insoles lift the posture of cage sandals
showing a minimal, sophisticated look.

The foot becomes the focal point thanks to the tiny infinite-shaped cutouts or to the
little contrasting bows creating a see-through effects on the heel. Each material is
carefully selected to express this desire of re-starting.
Patent leather gets a vivacious makeover thanks to neon shades matched with black and
to the Leo Pop animal print. Denim is dyed in a sea blue bold color with a stone wash
effect and is peppered with a new natural calf skin C-Chain label.
Warm, earthy tones, including Sienna, Canyon and Dafne, appear on delicate nappa
leather and soft suede.
The night sparkles with jewel-like hand embroidered macro stones enriching sandals
and mules - they are Cesare
loving homage to the unparalleled skills of San
Mauro
embroidery maestros. Lights defines each material, including fishnet
decorated with micro crystals or more innovative options, including the Incal vegan
leather covered with micro sequins.

is the term that best reflects the spirit of my Spring/Summer 2021 collection.
This is a full lineup, produced in only few weeks as a response to such a dramatic event
which really shock the whole world. Facing such a traumatic moment, I decided to react
with positivity, accepting the reality, reorganizing my team and developing a creative
storytelling where timeless designs meet highly innovative elements. Being resilient is
definitely part of my DNA and it perfectly matches with my mantra: looking back to go
Cesare Casadei, Creative Director.

